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Plainville Field
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Topographic Map

Wells completed in Cypress Fm.
Part of Owensville North Consol. Field
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Pay Zone Map
Showing IGS ID Numbers

Logs Online !

part of Plummer Field
 screen scale = 1:8,000

Hyperlink Example

And you did say that after you flash 
this memory-zapper instrument in 
my eyes I’ll completely forget this 
whole experience? 
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Map Viewer Opening Screen

I see that alright, Mack, but the learning curve has got 
to be steeper than the slopes of Olympus Mons ! 

The Map Viewer uses Adobe Flash Player which quickly refreshes 
the screen with options selected by the user, which are quite 
flexible as you can plainly see by the examples on this panel.

Look out, babe! A child can do this at home 
just by clicking buttons in the Layer Options.

You talk’n to me?
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Indiana Geological Survey

Petroleum Topic Report

Availability of Values for Historical Petroleum Production in Indiana

Natural Gas

Oil

Water

Charles W. Zuppann
October 4, 2005

One frequently asked question regarding petroleum production in Indiana is, "Where can I find production figures?" Because 
Indiana does not publish this information, records of historical oil and gas production volumes for fields and individual wells in 
Indiana are quite variable. The availability of data is summarized below.

Operators must report gas sales to the state for tax purposes; however, in absence of specific laws making production data 
public, the state of Indiana treats these records as confidential. The only information released to the public is a monthly figure 
representing the total volume of gas produced for the entire state. Consequently, the only available data for volumes reported 
by lease, by field, by county, or by producing formation are those volunteered by the operators themselves. The Indiana 
Geological Survey (IGS) has no means of verifying the accuracy or veracity of such reported volumes.

A summary of historical operator-reported gas production from many older Indiana gas fields was published as IGS Special 
Report 51, Natural Gas Fields of Indiana (Sullivan, 1995), available from the Publications Section of the IGS (Ph. 812-855-
7636; Web page < >). Information on volumes of more recent gas production 
is limited to verbal accounts given by those involved in producing the gas. Depending on confidentiality requirements, staff in 
the Subsurface Geology Section at the IGS may be able to relate some of this anecdotal information.

The initial production test rate (IP) for gas wells is reported by the operator in the official completion report submitted to the 
Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil and Gas (DOG). The IP can be found in the IGS's Indiana Petroleum 
Database System (PDMS), available online at < >. This reported IP can be 
misleading for a number of reasons. This is especially true for wells in the recently active New Albany Shale (Devonian-
Mississippian) gas play or in the Pennsylvanian coal-bed methane (CBM) play, where water generally must be pumped from 
the formation for several months before a stable production rate is established. This rate often varies significantly from IP 
values reported to the DOG.

Historical oil production volumes are more readily available than information on historical gas production. The IGS uses 
commercial pipeline reports and contacts with several crude oil purchasers to compile its annual Mineral Economic Series 
(MES), Petroleum Exploration, Development, and Production in Indiana, available from the Publications Section of the IGS 
(Ph. 812-855-7636; web page < >).

The Mineral Economic Series reports annual oil production by field and by producing formation. However, where multiple 
formations are completed in the same well bore, the production is commingled and individual formation production values are 
not available. Production volumes are not further subdivided by lease or by monthly totals, although that information is 
available at the IGS in the form of commercial pipeline reports. The Survey cannot publish these copyrighted data, but they 
may be viewed in the Subsurface Geology Section of the IGS in Bloomington, Indiana. Production information is not available 
for individual wells.

IP values for oil wells are reported just as with gas wells, therefore, the same caveat applies.

Historical volumes of produced water are not reported, except when they are occasionally reported as part of the IP. It is not 
likely that the produced water volume on the initial test has been reported for many wells. If it is known, the IP (an unverified 
value) is available for petroleum wells in Indiana in the PDMS at < >.
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You’ll go fast with 
the PDMS !

We now have a series of 
single topic petroleum-
related reports to provide 
timely info. to help those 
who are interested in oil 
and  gas  i ssues  in  
Indiana.

It’s only a matter of 
time, Dearie. Many 
more are on the way.

I heard that there are 
only four such reports 
in the PDMS, Mack.

That’s what I’m 
talkin’ about!

In the future, Jake, 
what do you think we’ll 
see in the way of PDMS 
improvements?

Things are a bit dark and murky 
at the moment. I’m sure we will 
c o n c e n t r a t e  o n  o f f e r i n g  
geophysical logs available over 
the Web. 

Additionally, we want to continue 
the Type Log Project we are 
currently working on. Our aim is 
to offer as much info. as possible 
for more than 300 “Type Wells” 
that have been selected for their 
particular geologic significance.

And, of course there’s an vast 
amount of existing well data that 
needs to be added to the present 
database structure, especially 
more formation tops (Strat 
Picks).

I hope I’m not boring you with all 
this stuff.
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I see big things 
in your future!

Select your petroleum field by 
typing its name in the search 
box. A dropdown list appears 
with all fields beginning with 
the letter you type first.

T h e  a n n u a l  s t a t e w i d e  
production graphs are a handy 
bonus on this Fields and 
Production search page !

DATA

Something smells like 
squarrshed space toads, 
alright!

An individual 
summary of 1 
to 3 different 
field types, 
are
presented for 
each field.

Summary of Completion Histories
for Every Producing Formation

Annual and Cumulative 
Oil Production Totals

Graphs of Annual and 
Cumulative Oil Production

Hey! If you click on these 
intergalactic expando 
buttons, all this extra 
info. pops up for free !

Oooooh. That is tasty!

Tell me one thing, Bub. Why is 
there no annual and cumulative 
production info. for that  field?gas

Indiana is one of the few states that doesn’t 
require public disclosure of  
volumes for leases or fields.

produced gas

Seems like this could inhibit  
operators from making informed 
decisions about drilling in Indiana!
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Selecting one or more 
w e l l s  w i t h  t h e  
H y p e r l i n k  To o l  
opens a window in the 
Well Record Tables.
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